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STORIES FROM DAY CAMP IN CYANGUGU 

 

I CAN’T BELIEVE IT’S CAMPENING! 

 

The campers play soccer with evangelist Jean Bosco. 

He reaches to block a goal as the kids close in. 

After a busy morning of signing and games, the 

campers gather in the shade for Bible stories. 

I turned my wrist to glance at my watch, casually, so as not to shatter 

the illusion that camp is a place where time doesn’t exist. It was 11:25 

a.m. on the 6th of December, the temperature was nearing 85°F. My 

YAGM colleague, Kristy, and I had been sent to Cyangugu to help 

facilitate a week of Bible camp for local children during their summer 

holiday (for students in Rwanda, “summer vacation” goes from 

October to January). It was another beautiful, sunny day in Rwanda. 

Despite the limited communication we’d received before our arrival, 

the first day had gone flawlessly. We were half way through Tuesday 

when we hit our first major challenge. In five minutes, we were 

scheduled to begin Bible stories time, but Jean Bosco (the evangelist 

and leader the activity) was nowhere to be found. Kristy and I 

searched the schoolgrounds for signs of him. We finally learned from 

Pacific, one of the high school counselors, that he’d had to go home 

for the day to take care of sick relatives. Kristy and I exchanged a look 

and turned toward the counselor. 

“Pacific? It’s all you.” 

Pacific looked at us. “You want me? To preach? The Bible stories?” 

We smiled at him. “Yes. And we know you can do it!” 

We encouraged him to read the Bible story, paraphrase it to make it 

easier for the campers to understand, and then tell a story about his 

own life that related to the text. He graciously agreed, and Kristy and 

I gathered the campers while he went to get his Bible. 

Pacific was a natural. His story captivated the attention of every 

camper. For the rest of the week, the other counselors referred to 

Pacific as “Pastor P” – also the name of a well-known Rwandan DJ. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Send mail to: 

C/o Kate Warn 

P.O. Box 5692 

Kigali, Rwanda 

Email me at: 

Follow my blog: 

mihelich.amy@gmail.com 

therwanderer.wordpress.com 

I want to hear your stories too! Spend 

30 min reflecting on this prompt. 

Email me your piece and I’ll send you 

mine. (mihelich.amy@gmail.com) 

Shout out to Julie, Allie, and Erika for 

sending me your stories in November! 

Write about a time you realized you 

were wrong. How and when did you 

know? Were you able to admit it? Did 

your perspective change? 

Authorship as Accompaniment Thank you for your support! Your prayers, your check-ins, and 

your sponsorship have made this year possible. Look forward to 

another newsletter in March.  

Until then, here are a few more ways you can stay involved: 

Learn Kinyarwanda! Animals we saw in Akagera National Park: 

Musumbashyamba – Giraffe 

(Moo-soom-bah-shyahm-bah) 

In November, the Rwanda YAGMs met up to celebrate Thanksgiving. We spent a week together reflecting on and working through our 

experiences so far. Our November retreat also included a visit to Akagera National Park where we saw these animals. 

Inzovu – Elephant 
(Een-zoh-vue) 

 

Imparage – Zebra 
(Eem-par-ah-jay) 

 

On Wednesday, when Jean Bosco heard of Pacific’s phenomenal sermon, he decided Pacific would oversee Bible stories for 

the rest of the week. 

When Kristy and I met with the counselors on the first day of camp, we explained to them that we wanted them to lead 

most of the activities. The counselors were a little taken aback by this – most of them had thought they would be assisting, 

but not leading. By the end of the week, Innocent was leading most of the games, Patrick was playing my guitar and leading 

most of the songs, and Edith was leading almost all of arts and crafts. It brought us so much joy to watch the counselors 

take ownership for each block of time and adapt the activities every day to improve them.  

As Kristy and I reflected on the week, we talked about how either of us could have easily led the Bible stories session. 

Handing it over to Pacific, however, fostered a culture of initiative and leadership among the counselors. During my year of 

service, one of the most important lessons has been that sometimes the best way to be a leader is to step back so other 

people can lead. Sometimes the best way to serve is to encourage, and sometimes the best way “do” is to “be.” For a 

program to be sustainable, it cannot depend on specific individuals. We hope the counselors can facilitate a day camp 

without the help of a YAGM next year, and that this model of lifting up leaders will continue to empower young Rwandans. 


